
Rabbit
Scientific name: Oryctolagus cuniculus

Rabbits live in large groups in underground burrow systems
known as ‘warrens. Their usual life span is 3 years. Although
native to Spain and introduced to this country by the Normans
in the 12th century they are now a common sight and feature
in many popular children’s stories.

Red fox
Scientific name:Vulpes vulpes

Our only wild member of the dog family, these orangey-red
dogs with their bushy tails can be seen in towns and the
countryside. They will happily munch on small mammals,
birds, frogs, worms as well as berries and fruit! Foxes mostly
at night but can also be seen during the day if you’re lucky!

Harvest mouse
Scientific name: Micromys minutus

Harvest mice live in long tussocky grassland, reedbeds,
hedgerows, farmland and around woodland edges. They are
mainly vegetarian, eating seeds and fruits, but will also eat
invertebrates. An adult can weigh as little as a 2p piece!
 

Grey squirrel
Scientific name: Sciurus carolinensis

Introduced into the UK in the 1800s the Grey Squirrel is One of
our most familiar mammals, and can be found in woods,
gardens and parks across town and country.

Hedgehog
Scientific name:
Erinaceus europaeus

Covered in spines, hedgehogs like to eat all sorts of bugs and
crunchy beetles. hedgehogs will happily hoover up insects
roaming in vegetable beds, making them a Gardner’s best
friend. They are most active at night and hibernate through
winter.
 

Mole
Scientific name:Talpa europaea

Moles they spend most of their lives underground. They use
their spade-like paws to dig tunnels and hunt for their favourite
meal of earthworms. Moles truly are the unsung heroes of the
animal world because by digging up the earth, moles help make
the soil healthier meaning more types of plants to grow and in
turn feed more insects. 

Serotine bat
Scientific name: Eptesicus serotinus

This is one of our largest bat species and one of the first to
appear in the evening, often when it is still fairly light. It flies at
treetop height and around lamp posts, using echolocation to
hunt for flies, moths and chafer beetles

Bank vole
Scientific name: Myodes glareolus

At 8012cm long the bank vole is our smallest vole. You’ll find
them in hedgerows, woodlands, parks and gardens. They eat
fruit, nuts and small insects, and are particularly keen on
hazelnuts and blackberries.

Blackbird
Scientific name: Turdus merula

Did you know that if your see a blackbird on your lawn with its
heads cocked to one side, it is likely that it will be listening for
earthworms? Male blackbirds are entirely black, with a yellow
bill and yellow ring around the eye. Females are dark brown,
with streaking on the chest and throat.

Jackdaw
Scientific name: Corvus monedula

The smallest member of the crow family, Jackdaws are very
sociable birds. You can see them in flocks, often performing
aerial acrobatics or repeating its short, loud 'kya' call. The
jackdaw has a short, chunky bill, a grey 'shawl' around the back
of the head, a black cap and a white eye. Butterfiles

How many butterflies you can find in the courtyard?

 

Brown hare
Scientific name :
Lepus europaeus

Hares are larger than rabbits, with longer legs 
and longer ears with distinctive black tips and a fast runner -
reaching speeds of 45mph when evading predators. Brown
hares do not dig burrows, but shelter in 'forms', which are
shallow depressions in the ground or grass.

Can you find all 12 of the animals and birds when you visit Castle Yard at Ilkley Manor  House? 
 Why not share your discovery adventure on our social media pages on Facebook or Instagram
@ilkleymanorhouse?

The Manor House Courtyard Creatures Trail 

Robin
Scientific name: Erithacus rubecula

Robins are much-loved garden favourites adorning Christmas
cards every year. However, they are very territorial and will
defend its post with surprising ferocity. Robins build their Nests
in the oddest of places, such as plant pots, old wellies and
shelves, but Ivy and other shrubs are their natural choice.

Thanks to wildlifetrusts.org for information about these animals and birds which we have
included in our Spring trial. Visit their website for lots more information about these birds and
animals, as well as other wild animals across the UK.


